Housekeeping

• Recording is not permitted
• Slides will be provided by email after the training concludes
• Change Zoom name to match registration
• Raise hand or use chat function to ask questions
• Other breaks—take individually as needed
Breakout Groups

• Scenarios discussed in Breakout Groups
• Introduce yourselves and select a spokesperson
• Scenario and questions for each Group
  Scenario will be posted in the Chat Box
• Presenter will randomly call on Breakout Groups to provide your responses – be ready!
• Cameras on for breakouts
Agenda

• Title IX Key legal Principles Review
• Applicable Policy Requirements
• “Due Process” Principles
• Bias, Stereotypes & Conflicts of Interest
• Trauma
• The Investigation Process
• The Hearing Process
• Questioning
• Confidentiality and Other Expectations

This training is a component of the institution’s comprehensive training program which includes other programming and live discussion.
Key Legal Principles Review
What is Title IX?

“[N]o person in the United States shall on the basis of sex be excluded from participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any education program or activity receiving federal financial assistance.”

32 C.F.R. § 106.31
When are the new regs effective?

- August 14, 2020
- Do not apply to Sexual Harassment that allegedly occurred prior to effective date
  - Assessed according to guidance and regulations in place at time alleged conduct occurred
What sexual harassment does Title IX apply to?

- Title IX applies to sexual harassment in the “education program or activity” of a federal funding recipient
  - Title IX defines “education program or activity” to include the “operations” of educational institutions
- Title IX does not apply to private conduct occurring in private location that is not part of education program/activity
### What are examples of education programs and activities?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Admissions</th>
<th>Hiring</th>
<th>Workplace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic instruction</td>
<td>Residence life</td>
<td>Amenities on campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports teams</td>
<td>Work-study</td>
<td>Games, concerts, and speeches on-campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off-campus trips or experiences organized by the institution</td>
<td>Sponsored organization activities</td>
<td>Anything else that happens on-campus</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Does Title IX apply to off-campus sexual harassment?

Yes, if the conduct at issue occurs in the context of an education program or activity.

Yes, if the conduct at issue occurs in a house owned or controlled by an officially-recognized Greek organization or other student organization.

No, if it occurs in a private location and is not part of an institution’s education program or activity.
Applicable Policy Requirements

Module 2: Including key terms, definitions & retaliation
UMD Policy - Purpose

The University is committed to:

- Creating and maintaining a working and learning environment free from all forms of Sexual Harassment. The University accomplishes this through training, education, prevention programs, policies and procedures that promote:
  - Prompt reporting and response;
  - Providing support to persons alleged to be victimized;
  - Prohibiting Retaliation; and
  - The implementation of timely, fair and impartial investigations and resolutions that ensure due process and remedy policy violations.
Scope of Policy

- The University of Maryland is committed to taking the appropriate steps to **eliminate** Prohibited Conduct, **prevent** its recurrence and **address** its effects.

- The policy applies to all members of the University community, including
  - Students, faculty and University of Maryland staff;
  - Contractors and other third parties who are engaged in any University Education Program or Activity; or
  - Who are otherwise interacting with the University including, but not limited to volunteers, vendors, guests and visitors.
Reach of Policy ("Jurisdiction")

- Acts of *Prohibited Conduct* committed by or against students, employees, and third parties when:
  - The conduct occurs *on* University premises, in any University facility, or on property owned or controlled by the University;
  - The conduct occurs *in the context* of a University Education Program or Activity, including, but not limited to, University-sponsored academic, athletic, extracurricular, study abroad, research, online or internship programs or activities;
  - The conduct occurs outside the context of a University Education Program or Activity, but has *continuing adverse effects* on or creates a hostile environment for students, employees or third parties while on University premise or other property owned or controlled by the University or in any University Education Program or Activity; or
  - Conduct otherwise *threatens* the health and/or safety of University members.
Maryland’s Title IX & Non-Title IX Conduct (“Other Sexual Misconduct”)

• This Policy also addresses allegations of Other Sexual Misconduct, which includes:
  ▪ Sexual Harassment that occurred against a person outside of the United States or not within an Education Program or Activity;
  ▪ Sexual Coercion;
  ▪ Sexual Exploitation;
  ▪ Sexual Intimidation;
  ▪ Attempted Sexual Assault;
  ▪ Retaliation; and
  ▪ Other Sex-based Offenses.
Standard of Evidence

Preponderance of the evidence

= “more likely than not”
Burden of Proof

• An institution’s grievance process must...
  ▪ “State whether the standard of evidence to be used to determine responsibility is the preponderance of the evidence standard or the clear and convincing evidence standard, apply the same standard of evidence for formal complaints against students as for formal complaints against employees, including faculty, and apply the same standard of evidence to all formal complaints of sexual harassment”

What is sexual harassment?

Conduct on the basis of sex that is:

- Quid pro quo harassment
- Hostile environment harassment
- Sexual assault
- Relationship violence
- Stalking
What is quid pro quo?

- **Title IX-Designated**
- An employee of the institution conditions the provision of some aid, benefit, or service on another person’s participation in unwelcome sexual conduct
  - Often arises in the employment context or where an employee holds a position of authority over a student
Example of quid pro quo

Manager tells subordinate employee that subordinate will not get a raise this year unless subordinate performs sexual favors for manager. Subordinate is in a relationship with another individual and has no interest in performing sexual favors for manager.
Another example of quid pro quo

A faculty member tells a student that the student can increase the student’s grade if the student wears revealing clothing that is “more pleasing” to the faculty member’s eye.
What is hostile environment?

Unwelcome conduct determined by a reasonable person to be so severe, pervasive, and objectively offensive that it effectively denies a person equal access to the recipient’s education program or activity.
How do we determine if a hostile environment exists?

• Consider all the facts and circumstances, such as:
  ▪ The type of misconduct
  ▪ The frequency of the misconduct
  ▪ Where the misconduct occurs
  ▪ Whether a power differential exists, etc.

• From the perspective of a reasonable person
Example of hostile environment

Bookworm student repeatedly gropes Social Butterfly student’s buttocks when the two are in the elevator of their shared dormitory. Butterfly has no romantic interest in Bookworm and has told Bookworm to stop. But Bookworm persists, causing Butterfly to use the stairs instead of the elevator and to avoid Bookworm in other areas of the dormitory.
Another example of hostile environment

Resident Assistant asks Student to go on a date, and Student says “no.” RA then repeatedly sends Student text messages using various vulgar terms that suggest Student is promiscuous. When RA and Student attend a shared biology class, RA mutters these vulgar terms toward Student, loud enough for others to hear. Student blocks RA’s phone number and drops the biology class to avoid RA.
Another example of hostile environment

Senior obtains nude pictures of Soccer Player from Player’s former romantic partner over the course of a week. Senior threatens to post the nude pictures on social media unless Player poses nude for Senior in Senior’s residence hall. Player poses for Senior multiple times to avoid the nude pictures being circulated. Senior is not an employee.
What is sexual assault?

Title IX regulations define “sexual assault” as incorporating the following classes of conduct:

- Rape
- Sodomy
- Sexual assault with an object
- Fondling
- Incest
What is rape?

Having carnal knowledge of a person, without the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity. There is “carnal knowledge” if there is the slightest penetration of the vagina or penis by the sex organ of the other person. Attempted rape is included.
What is consent?

- Policy definition – read it carefully
- Words or actions that a reasonable person in the respondent’s perspective would understand as agreement to engage in the sexual conduct at issue
- A person who is incapacitated is not capable of giving consent
- Consent cannot be procured by coercion
- Be aware of minimum age of consent
What is incapacity?

Incapacity refers to a state where a person does not appreciate the nature or fact of sexual activity due to the effect of drugs or alcohol consumption, medical condition or disability, or due to a state of unconsciousness or sleep.
Example (incapacitated)

Short student has had ten cocktails over the course of two hours. Sober student takes Short student to Sober’s apartment. Short student cannot walk without support, forgets Sober’s name, and passes into a stupor when Sober places Short student on Sober’s bed. Sober then engages in sexual activity with Short student.
Example (not-incapacitated)

Tall student has had four beers over the course of two hours with dinner. Tall student calls Friend to see if Friend is home. Tall student then drives from campus to Friend’s off-campus apartment. Upon arriving, Tall student initiates sexual contact with Friend, and then insists that Friend uses contraception before the two have intercourse. Tall student is an active participant in the intercourse.
What is sodomy?

Oral or anal sexual intercourse with another person without the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.
What is sexual assault with an object?

Using an object or instrument to unlawfully penetrate, however slightly, the genital or anal opening of the body of another person, without the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity. An “object” or “instrument” is anything used by the perpetrator other than the perpetrator’s genitalia.
What is fondling?

Touching of the private body parts of another person for the purpose of sexual gratification, without the consent of the victim, including instances where the victim is incapable of giving consent because of age or because of temporary or permanent mental or physical incapacity.
Example of fondling

Clumsy student and Dance student attend a dance held in the student union. While on the dance floor, Clumsy gropes Dancer’s groin without permission. Dancer does not welcome the groping and views it as unwelcome.
What is incest?

Sexual intercourse between persons who are related to each other within the degrees wherein marriage is prohibited by law.
What is statutory rape?

Sexual intercourse with a person who is under the statutory age of consent as defined by law.
What is domestic violence?

Felony or misdemeanor crimes of violence committed by a current or former spouse or intimate partner of the victim, by a person with whom the victim shares a child in common, by a person who is cohabitating with or has cohabitated with the victim as a spouse or intimate partner, by a person similarly situated to a spouse of the victim under the domestic or family violence laws of the state, or by any other person against an adult or youth victim who is protected from that person’s acts under the domestic or family violence laws of the state.
What is dating violence?

“Dating Violence” is:

• Actual, attempted or threatened violence by one individual against another individual with whom they are, or have been, in a social relationship of a romantic or intimate nature; or

• Conduct that would constitute a felony or misdemeanor crime of violence by an individual against:
  • A current or former spouse or intimacely partner
  • An individual with whom they share a child
  • An individual similarly situated to a spouse under state domestic or family violence laws
  • Any adult or youth who is protected from the individual’s acts under the state domestic or family violence laws
Example of dating violence

President’s Chief of Staff and Statistics Department Chair are engaged to be married but live separately and have no children in common. Chief of Staff and Department Chair get into an argument over sex in Chief of Staff’s car in the institution’s parking lot. During the argument, Chief of Staff slaps Department Chair’s face and tells chair to “shut your mouth.”
What is stalking?

Engaging in a course of conduct directed at a specific person that would cause a reasonable person to:

- Fear for their safety or the safety of others; or
- Suffer substantial emotional distress.
Example of stalking

Freshman is infatuated with Sophomore who has rebuffed Freshman’s romantic advances. Thereafter, Freshman dresses in black and sneaks up to the window of Sophomore’s house (owned by sponsored Student Organization) at night in an attempt to see Sophomore. Freshman does this twice before being caught in the act during Freshman’s third attempt.
Retaliation
Does Title IX also prohibit retaliation?

Yes – “No recipient or other person may intimidate, threaten, coerce, or discriminate against any individual for the purpose of interfering with any right or privilege secured by title IX or this part, or because the individual has made a report or complaint, testified, assisted, or participated or refused to participate in any manner in an investigation, proceeding, or hearing” under the institution’s policy (34 C.F.R. § 106.71)
What is Retaliation?

- Retaliation means intimidating, threatening, coercing or discriminating against, or otherwise taking an *adverse action* against an individual:
  - To interfere with any right or privilege secured by law or University policy relating to Prohibited Conduct, or
  - Because an individual has made a report, filed a complaint, testified, assisted, participated or refused to participate in any manner in an investigation, proceeding or hearing related to Prohibited Conduct.
Adverse Actions are Defined as...

- **Adverse actions** include but are not limited to:
  - Impeding an individual’s academic advancement;
  - Terminating, refusing to hire or refusing to promote an individual;
  - Transferring or assigning an individual to a lessor position in terms of wages, hours, job classification or job security;
  - Retaliatory harassment;
  - Charges against an individual for violations of other University policies that do not involve sex discrimination or Prohibited Conduct but arise out of the same facts or circumstances as a report or complaint of sex discrimination, or report or complaint of Prohibited Conduct, for the purpose interfering with any right or privilege secured by law.
Institutional Response to Sexual Harassment
What are the institution’s overall duties?

- Treat complainants and respondents equitably
- Offer supportive measures
- Utilize a grievance procedure in response to formal complaints and before imposing discipline
- Respond to known acts of sexual harassment in a manner that is not clearly unreasonable
Who are the key institutional actors in the grievance process?

- Title IX Coordinator
- Investigator
- Hearing chair/panel
- Appellate officer
- Informal resolution coordinator
What is a formal complaint?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>What</th>
<th>Who</th>
<th>How</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| • Document  
• Alleging sexual harassment  
• Requesting an investigation / resolution under grievance procedures | • Signed by  
• Alleged victim or  
• The Title IX Coordinator  
• If filed by alleged victim, alleged victim must be current or attempted participant in education programs and activities  
• Third-parties may not file formal complaints on behalf of an alleged victim | • Either physical or electronic submission |
What are supportive measures?

- Non-disciplinary, non-punitive supports and accommodations designed to preserve access to education programs and activities
- Reasonably available without fee or charge
- Without unreasonably burdening the other party
What is the grievance process?

- Investigation to collect relevant inculpatory and exculpatory evidence
- Live hearing before a decision-maker who finds facts under an evidentiary standard and determines the existence (or not) of a policy violation and any resulting sanctions/remediation
- Appeal
“Due Process” Principles
Due Process Background

- Due process (known as fundamental fairness for private institutions) is a critical component of the Title IX regulations.
- The Rule requires institutions to adopt procedures that ensure the Title IX is consistent with constitutional due process and affords students “the benefit of a consistent, transparent grievance process with strong procedural protections regardless of whether the student is a complainant or respondent.”

What are the principles of due process?

- Due process is “a principle which is used to generate a number of specific rights, procedures, and practices... [and] may be thought of as a demand that a procedure conform to the requirements of formal justice, and formal justice is a basic feature of our idea of the rule of law.”

How does due process apply in Title IX proceedings?

- Equitable treatment of complainants and respondents
- No stereotypes based on a party’s status as complainant or respondent
- Presumption respondent did not violate policy unless and until a determination is made after hearing
- Conflict and bias-free institutional participants
What steps due process require under the grievance process?

• Examples of due process safeguards under Title IX include:
  ▪ Written notice to parties of complaints, dismissals, and rights;
  ▪ A meaningful opportunity to be heard free of bias or conflicts of interests, including an opportunity for advisors to question witnesses and parties;
  ▪ Written explanation of the decision-maker’s determination; and
  ▪ An opportunity to appeal.

Bias, Stereotypes and Conflicts
“The Look” by Procter & Gamble
Who is responsible for identifying conflicts of interest and bias?

• Title IX Coordinator or designee oversees grievance process and must address known or reported conflicts of interest/bias

• Institution must also permit parties to raise concerns of conflicts of interest and bias

• *Individual institutional actors should self-policing conflicts of interest and self-identify bias
Examples of impermissible stereotypes

“Anyone who would go into another’s bedroom drunk must have wanted to have sex.”

“Students can’t be trusted because they will just lie for each other.”

“People who are dating can’t commit sexual assault against each other.”

“There are no false reports of rape. Therefore, every complainant must be believed.”
What is a conflict of interest?

- When an individual has a material connection to a dispute, or the parties involved, such that a reasonable person would question the individual’s ability to be impartial
- May be based on prior or existing relationships, professional interest, financial interest, prior involvement, and/or nature of position
Example of conflict of interest

Student Soccer Goalie files a formal complaint of sexual harassment against a student Lacrosse Midfielder. One of the hearing panel members selected is Midfielder’s faculty advisor who has previously written letters of recommendation for Midfielder’s application to law school in which faculty advisor wrote that Midfielder is “honest to a fault.”
Example of conflict of interest

An administrator accuses an employee of an office supply vendor of sexual harassment; matter is investigated. Institution assigns a hearing panel member whose spouse is employed as a manager for the office supply vendor and who directly supervises the accused employee.
Example of bias

An employee in the gender studies department who is chosen to serve on a hearing panel also chairs the board of a local non-profit dedicated to sexual assault advocacy. During a speech at the non-profit’s annual gala, the employee states: “The presumption of innocence is wrong in cases of sexual assault. I firmly believe a person accused of sexual assault must prove their innocence.”
Example of bias

Investigator assigned to investigate a formal complaint of sexual assault has repeatedly told colleagues that the investigator believes most complainants just “regret that they got drunk.” Investigator tells a co-investigator: “I just don’t think it’s ever fair to hold anyone responsible when both parties are drinking.”
Resource for consideration: Harvard implicit bias test

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/takeatest.html
Trauma
Balance

• “Trauma-informed investigation techniques that bleed over into ... bias detract from the fundamental tenets of fairness and impartiality that are [key to] disciplinary proceedings.”

  - Candace Jackson, Acting Asst. Secretary of Ed (2017)
Trauma might affect a party

• Not in every case
• Not just one party
• Never assume anyone participating in a hearing has suffered any trauma
Possible trauma impact

People who have suffered trauma may, but may not, experience any or a mix of the following:

- Flashbacks
- Delayed recollection
- Inability to concentrate
- Non-linear recollection
- Self-blame
Trauma & credibility

• Don’t assume information is not credible due to the manner delivered
• Understand memory may be clarified in time
• Address inconsistencies
• Ascertain fair and impartial assessment of the facts and give appropriate weight to party and witness statements
What is the definition of trauma?

**Merriam-Webster:** a very difficult or unpleasant experience that causes someone to have mental or emotional problems usually for a long time

**English Oxford:** Deeply distressing or disturbing experience

**Wikipedia:** is a type of damage to the psyche that occurs as a result of a severely distressing event. Trauma is often the result of an overwhelming amount of stress that exceeds one's ability to cope, or integrate the emotions involved with that experience
Physical reaction

- Brain—Trauma triggers chemical reaction which impacts
  - Perception
  - Ability to React
  - Memory
- Each individual reacts differently
Trauma-informed questioning

• Provide information to the party
• Acknowledge the difficult situation
• Provide as many options as possible
• Avoid requiring recitation of information already provided, if possible
Awareness of respondent trauma

- Own experience
- Around event
- Around accusations
- Thoughts in the respondent’s mind:
  - Will this be a criminal investigation?
  - Could I go to jail?
  - Could I get kicked out of school?
  - Should I have a lawyer?
  - Should I tell my parents?
  - You can’t answer these questions but must give time and options
- Institution should always offer interim measures and counseling
Investigations
What is the purpose of an investigation?

- For the institution
- To collect relevant inculpatory and exculpatory evidence
- Sufficient to permit an impartial decision-maker to determine
- Whether or not the reported sexual harassment occurred
Example sources of non-testimonial evidence

- The parties
- The witnesses
- Institutional email
- Video cameras
- Key card logs
- Timesheets
- Public social media
- Institution-owned computers
- Institution-owned personal devices
- Information on institutional servers
- Police
Do the parties have access to the evidence?

- At a minimum, parties must be given access to all inculpatory and exculpatory evidence directly related to the allegations (regardless of whether the institution intends to rely on it) at least 10 days before the investigation report is issued.
- Evidence must be provided to a party and their advisor in physical copy or electronically.
- Any earlier access to the evidence must be provided equally.
Do the parties get to respond to the evidence?

• Yes – after they review the evidence provided at least 10 days prior to issuance of the investigation report, parties can provide written responses

• Depending on written responses, additional investigation may be needed

• Investigator should consider the written responses in drafting final language of investigation report
When is the investigation report finalized?

- After the 10-day period to review the evidence expires
- The investigation report fairly summarizes the relevant inculpatory and exculpatory evidence collected during the investigation
- Under the new Title IX regulation, factual findings and determinations of policy violations are made at a subsequent hearing
Role of the Advisor: Pre-Hearing

- When investigating a formal complaint and throughout the grievance process, an institution must:
  - Provide the parties with the same opportunities to have others present during any grievance proceeding, including the opportunity to be accompanied to any related meeting or proceeding by the advisor of their choice, who may be, but is not required to be, an attorney, and not limit the choice or presence of advisor for either the complainant or respondent in any meeting or grievance proceeding; however, the recipient may establish restrictions regarding the extent to which the advisor may participate in the proceedings, as long as the restrictions apply equally to both parties...

85 Fed. Reg. 30,026, 30,576 (May 19, 2020) (to be codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.45(b)(5)(iv)) (emphasis added)
What is the role of an advisor during the investigation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Support</th>
<th>Provide personal support to the party throughout</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>Help the party prepare for meetings and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Be present with the party during meetings and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Review</td>
<td>Assist the party in reviewing the evidence prior to the close of the investigation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What must an advisor **not** do during the investigation?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inhibit</th>
<th>Advisor cannot inhibit communication between investigator and party</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Disrupt</td>
<td>Advisor cannot disrupt meetings and interviews</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argue</td>
<td>Advisor is not permitted to argue with the investigator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evidence</td>
<td>Advisor does not present evidence or “make a case”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What if the advisor breaks the rules?

- An advisor who violates the rules may be excluded from further participation.
- The University may pause the relevant interaction to allow the party to select a new advisor.
Example of advisor breaking the rules

During the interview, a party’s advisor repeatedly interrupts the investigator, objects to questions, argues that the investigator should ask different questions, and attempts to present legal arguments citing caselaw.
Another example of advisor breaking the rules

At the end of the 10-day period to review the evidence, the advisor writes advisor’s own response to the evidence and submits it under advisor’s signature to the investigator.
Group Scenario

Medical Student reports that Undergraduate Nursing Student engaged in stalking by peeping through Medical Student’s changing room door at the hospital where both are doing rotations, and by stealing Medical Student’s underwear from the laundry at the hospital. At the hearing, Medical Student insists Medical Student’s advisor only ask questions offered by Medical Student. Medical Student refuses to let advisor ask Nursing Student about stealing Medical Student’s underwear because Medical Student finds it embarrassing.
QUESTIONS

1. If you’re the advisor for complainant, Medical Student, do you feel the question to nursing student about stealing the underwear is relevant, and if so, why?

2. If the complainant, Medical Student, does not want you to ask questions about underwear-snatching, what would you say to the complainant before the hearing?

3. Should the advisor be limited to only asking questions identified by the complainant, Medical Student?

4. If the complainant, Medical Student, still does not want you to ask questions in the hearing about the underwear-snatching, what, if anything, would you tell the hearing panel about that line of questioning? Would you tell someone else?
Hearing Process
What is the purpose of the hearing?

- To hear testimony and receive non-testimonial evidence so that
- The hearing officer can determine facts under a standard of evidence
- Apply those facts to the policy, and
- Issue a written determination resolving the formal complaint and imposing discipline/remedial measures as necessary
Balancing the Parties’ Interests

- The Department of Education believes that live hearings with cross-examination serve as a valuable truth-seeking tool in the grievance process.
- But the Department recognizes that cross-examination in cases involving violent allegations could be traumatic for complainants.
- To balance the two, the Department mandated both parties have the right to a third-party advisor.

Role of the Advisor: Hearings

• Postsecondary institutions must provide for a live hearing.
• At that hearing, the decision-maker must allow the advisors to ask the other party and any witnesses all relevant questions and follow-up questions, including those challenging credibility.
• Cross-examination may occur with the parties located in separate rooms at the request of either party.

85 Fed. Reg. 30,026, 30,576 (May 19, 2020) (to be codified at 34 C.F.R. § 106.45(b)(6)(i)).
What is the role of an advisor during the hearing process?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support</td>
<td>Provide personal support to the party throughout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preparation</td>
<td>Help the party prepare for pre-hearing conference and live hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence</td>
<td>Be present with the party during pre-hearing conference and live hearing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questioning</td>
<td>Conduct live questioning of other party and witnesses at the live hearing</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What does the notice say?

• Identity of the hearing officers
• Deadline for the parties to submit response to investigation report
• Date for the pre-hearing conference
• Date and time for the hearing (no earlier than 10 days after investigation report is issued)
What are the phases of the hearing process?

Notice of hearing → Pre-hearing conference → Live hearing

Deliberation → Written decision
What is the pre-hearing conference?

- Discuss hearing procedures
- Discuss any stipulations that may be made to expedite the hearing
- Discuss what witnesses need to attend
- Resolve other matters raised in the party’s written responses to the investigation report
What is a “live” hearing?

• A proceeding held by the hearing officer, either in-person or virtually where:
  ▪ Parties are present with their advisors at the same time
  ▪ Parties and witnesses testify with contemporaneous participation (i.e., no “pre-recording”)
  ▪ Parties’ advisors ask live questions of the other party and witnesses
Who attends a live hearing?

- The hearing officer
- Other necessary institutional personnel or institutional advisors (e.g., attorneys)
- The parties
- Each party’s advisor
- Witnesses as they are called to testify
- Other support persons for parties, if permitted by institution
What are the logistics of a hearing?

- Hearing must be recorded (audio or video) or transcribed
- Hearing can be held in a single room or with the parties separated in different rooms
- Hearing can be held virtually using suitable software
Does the University provide a party’s advisor?

- Default rule is that a party selects and brings an advisor of their choice to the hearing.
- If a party does not have an advisor, the University will supply one for the purpose of questioning the other party and witnesses on behalf of the student in question.
How does the hearing actually work?

- Required elements include:

  - Hearing Officer must independently evaluate questions for relevance and resolve relevancy objections.
  - Party’s advisors must be allowed to conduct live questioning of other party and witnesses.
  - Party or witness who refuses to submit to live questioning from other party’s advisor must have their testimony excluded (UMD sends update in Notice).
  - Questioning of sexual history generally not permitted.

*subject to ED guidance change*
Who determines relevance?

- Hearing officer must screen questions for relevance and resolve relevance objections
- Hearing officer must explain any decision to exclude a question as not-relevant
What is relevance?

• Evidence is relevant if:
  ▪ It has a tendency to make a fact more or less probable than it would be without the evidence; and
  ▪ The fact is of consequence in determining the action

• Relevance must be determined considering the form of sexual harassment alleged
Example (relevant)

One student has accused another of stalking. Respondent’s advisor asks Complainant, “Did Respondent ever threaten to harm you physically?”
Assistant Provost has complained that Cabinet member created a sexually harassing hostile environment. Advisor for Assistant Provost asks Cabinet member, “Did you tell the Cabinet, in front of the Assistant Provost, that Assistant Provost was better suited to be a sexy stay-at-home parent than to be Assistant Provost?”
Example (discussion)

Faculty Member accused Senior of posting negative reviews on RateMyProfessors.com after Faculty Member declined Senior’s attempts to instigate a romantic relationship. Advisor for Senior asks Faculty Member, “Haven’t you had several negative reviews on RateMyProfessors.com?”
Example (discussion)

Golf player alleges Team Manager committed sexual assault when groping Golfer’s buttocks on the bus at a team celebration. Golfer’s advisor asks Team Manager, “Haven’t you been found responsible for groping two other students during your tenure at the institution?”
Is sexual history considered?

• Generally, no – Evidence of a complainant’s prior sexual behavior is relevant and appropriately considered only if:
  ▪ Offered to prove that someone other than the respondent committed the conduct, or
  ▪ If evidence of specific incidents of the complainant’s prior sexual behavior with the respondent are offered to prove consent
Example (impermissible)

One student has accused another of sexual assault. Complainant testified that Respondent had intercourse with Complainant without using a condom, which Complainant would never have agreed to. Advisor for Respondent asks Complainant: “But didn’t you have unprotected sex with another student a week prior?”
Example (discussion)

Literature student has accused Faculty Member of sexual harassment. Advisor for the faculty member asks literature student: “You failed Faculty Member’s course. Didn’t you accuse another professor of sexual harassment after you failed that professor’s course?”
Is there a standard of behavior in hearings?

• Yes

• All parties (including advisors) must:
  ▪ Act professionally
  ▪ Maintain decorum
  ▪ Not disrupt proceedings
Example (impermissible)

A respondent’s advisor interrupts with “strenuous objections” to questions asked by complainant’s advisor based on “hearsay,” “assumes facts not in evidence” and other bases other than relevance.
Example (impermissible)

During questioning of the respondent, a complainant’s advisor shares a Zoom screen reading “liar.”
Example (impermissible)

After the hearing officer rules a question is not relevant, the advisor begins to argue with the Hearing officer and exclaims: “I can’t believe how incompetent you are!”
Example (impermissible)

As a party is testifying, the advisor supporting them nods his head when the party gives a “good” answer and shakes his head side to side when the party says something unhelpful.
How long does a hearing last?

- The length of the hearing is set by the hearing officer
- No hearing will exceed 7 hours absent extraordinary circumstances
- Hearing officer may set time limits for questioning of each witness
- Hearing officer may preclude questioning that is cumulative or duplicative
How does the hearing officer decide a case?

- After hearing, the hearing officer must deliberate and consider all the relevant testimony and relevant non-testimonial evidence.
- Evaluate evidence for weight and credibility.
- Resolve disputed issues of fact under the standard of evidence adopted by the institution.
- Using the facts as found, apply the policy’s definitions to those facts to determine whether sexual harassment occurred.
What does it mean to weigh evidence?

- Not all evidence has equal value
- Some evidence may be more reliable and probative than other evidence
- Weight may vary depending on a range of factors, such as credibility; corroboration; consistency; level of detail; expertise of the witness; whether a witness is disinterested, etc.
How does the hearing officer issue a decision?

- In a written document, provided contemporaneously to the parties that:
  - Identifies the allegations of sexual harassment
  - Describes the various procedural steps taken from the time the formal complaint was made
  - States findings of facts supporting the determination
  - Reaches conclusions regarding application of relevant policy definitions to the facts
  - Includes a rationale for each finding for each allegation
  - States the disciplinary sanctions and remedies, if implicated by the determination made, and
  - Explains the procedures and grounds for appeal
Questions
Questioning
What is the advisor’s role in questioning?

- Ask relevant questions, including those characterized as “cross-examination” of the other party and witnesses.
- The questions asked are reasonably intended to support the position of the party who the advisor is supporting.
Example

Respondent is accused of having sex with the complainant when complainant was incapacitated due to alcohol. Advisor for respondent asks questions that may demonstrate complainant was able to function and fully understand the nature of sexual activity.
Example questions

• You walked up the stairs to the respondent’s apartment unaided?
• Before the sex started, you stopped the respondent to tell the respondent to use a condom?
• You sent a text message immediately after the sex concluded?
Example

Complainant has accused respondent of hostile environment sexual harassment. Advisor for complainant asks questions of a roommate that may show complainant was so affected by the conduct that complainant stopped going to class.
Example questions

• You were the complainant’s roommate?
• Before the respondent’s conduct, did your roommate go to class?
• After the respondent’s conduct, did your roommate still go to class?
• Did you notice any changes in your roommate’s behavior after the respondent’s conduct?
How do I know what questions to ask?

- Review the nature of the allegations
- Review the definition of the particular type of sexual harassment alleged
- Consider facts that would support your party’s position that a given element of the sexual harassment is either met or not met
- Prioritize your questioning to focus on the most compelling points
- Consider questions that will bear on credibility
Example of the elements

Fondling:

- Touching
- Private body parts
- For purpose of sexual gratification
- Without consent
Example

Respondent is accused of stalking complainant by lurking outside her window. Respondent has admitted to lurking once but denies that he lurked a second time. Complainant has stated she clearly saw the respondent’s face the first time but only saw a shadow move outside her window the second time.
Example questions

• In the case of the second incident, you didn’t actually see the respondent’s face?
• You saw a shadow move outside your window and believe it could have been a person?
• And you are assuming that because you saw the respondent outside your window once before, that person you may have seen could have been the respondent?
• But you actually don’t know the respondent was outside your window a second time?
Example

Complainant accused respondent of forcing oral sex when complainant only consented to “making out.” Respondent claims complainant consented to oral sex because complainant “finished” the act after the respondent forced the complainant’s head onto the respondent’s genitals.
Example questions

• So you took your hand, placed it on the complainant’s head, and pushed the complainant’s head onto your genitals?
• And before that, the two of you were only kissing?
• And before that, the two of you had not discussed oral sex, right?
• And you continued to keep your hand on the back of the complainant’s head as the oral sex progressed?
• And you never stopped to ask if the complainant was okay with this, right?
What are the hallmarks of effective questioning?

- Questions should be clear and precise
- Questions should advance a party’s position with respect to one or more elements of the sexual harassment alleged
- Questions should be asked in a purposeful order
- Questions should be prioritized and edited for greatest effect
What is the appropriate manner of asking questions?

- From your table or podium
- Address the party respectfully using a preferred title of courtesy (i.e., “Mr.” “Ms.” “Dr.” “Professor”) unless requested to use a first name
- Use an even and appropriate tone of voice (i.e., no shouting; no snide tone; no sarcasm; no dramatics)
- Do not invade a witness’s physical space
- Do not use intimidating physical actions (i.e., finger pointing; fist pounding; exasperated gestures; etc.)
Are you required to ask questions that your party wants you to ask?

- You should consult with your party and consider their preferences for what questions to ask.
- But you are permitted to exercise your own reasonable judgment and are never required to ask questions that you know are improper (i.e., invade sexual history).
- You may consult the hearing officer if your party demands you ask a question and you are uncertain whether it is appropriate.
What should you do if the hearing officer says a question irrelevant?

• If you understand the scope of the decision, move on to another question
• If you do not understand the scope of the decision, you may respectfully request an explanation
• Advisors are not permitted to argue with the hearing officer like a lawyer
Are you required to make objections?

No

If a party believes the other party’s advisor is asking an inappropriate question, the party may object.

Advisors are not permitted to speak for their advisee, make objections, present arguments, or engage in any other active role except questioning (including cross-examination) of the other party and witnesses.
Are you required to “act like a lawyer”?

• No
• Your role as advisor is a non-legal role
• You are not providing legal advice
• You are not a prosecutor or a defense attorney
• You are not required to engage in “zealous advocacy” like a private attorney
• You are asking relevant and appropriate questions to reasonably support the case of the party you are supporting
Student accuses GTA of using a power differential to coerce the student into performing oral sex in exchange for a better grade. Student states that the oral sex occurred in the laboratory at 9:30 pm on a Saturday in March. GTA claims oral sex occurred between student and GTA in late May at a party off campus, after grades had been assigned. GTA says it was a consensual “hook up.” GTA claims student has falsely accused GTA of misconduct because GTA refused to “date” the student after the hookup. Video shows the student and GTA leaving the lab together at 9:15 pm on Saturday, March 7. GTA has a text message the student sent the GTA on May 26 stating: “I’m so happy we can finally be together. I want to spend my life with you!” Two student witnesses claim that the GTA repeatedly looked at student during class in a way that was “creepy.” Academic records show the student had a B- average on work performed before March 7 and an A+ average for work performed after March 7.
QUESTIONS

• What are the elements of the sexual harassment alleged?
• If you were the advisor for the complainant, what questions would you ask the respondent?
• If you were an advisor for the complainant, what questions would you ask the student witnesses?
• If you were the advisor for the respondent, what questions would you ask the complainant?
• If you were the advisor for the respondent, what questions would you ask the student witnesses?
Questions
Confidentiality and Other Expectations
Are sexual harassment cases confidential?

- Sexual harassment cases should be treated as confidential by the institution, with information only shared as necessary to effectuate the policy.
- Records containing identifying information on students are subject to FERPA analysis.
- The Title IX regulation contains an express preemption, permitting FERPA-protected material to be used only as required by Title IX itself.
Must a University advisor maintain confidentiality?

- Yes
- As a University employee, you must abide by the same confidentiality rules as the University itself, including FERPA
- You must maintain the confidentiality of the process and not disclose information to any third-party except as the process itself requires
Example (not permitted)

Advisor for party is contacted by a local news reporter seeking confirmation that the party has been accused of sexual assault and that a hearing it set for next week.
Example (not permitted)

The parent of an advisee emails the advisor requesting to have a phone call to “discuss the case.” The advisee (a student) has not provided written consent for the advisor to speak to a parent.
Example (not permitted)

An advisor notifies his supervisor that he has been assigned as an advisor to a hearing that will take place during working hours. Before excusing the advisor’s absence of regular job duties, the supervisor demands to know who the parties are and what the nature of the allegations are.
Are your communications with your party “privileged”?  

• No  
• Your communications are not protected from discovery in normal criminal and civil legal processes  
• But you should not disclose your communications with an advisee to a third-party unless FERPA allows it  
• The University may require you to disclose communications to another University official in certain circumstances (i.e., witness tampering; suicidal ideation; disclosure of other sexual harassment; other legitimate educational purposes)
What if a party is facing criminal charges?

- Your role is solely that of advisor under the Sexual Harassment Policy
- Do not provide advice about criminal charges or criminal processes
- Parties must seek counsel about criminal matters from a licensed attorney
What if a party is facing other University charges?

- Your role is solely that of advisor under the Sexual Harassment Policy
- Do not provide advice or counsel to a party about other University processes such as the Code of Conduct; athletics participation; residence life; etc.
Do you have a role in the appeal?

- The University only provides an advisor for purposes of the hearing phase.
- If a party wants to utilize an advisor for the appeal, they must secure one on their own.